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An important job in animal care is making sure your animals are given new, fun
opportunities and experiences. Enrichment is anything that we can provide for our
animals that helps to bring out natural behaviors such as searching for food,
encountering new smells, and feeling new textures. 
 

Daisy loves receiving enrichment items! Can you help design a new enrichment item for
our resident fennec fox, Daisy? Here are some things she particularly enjoys:

Cherries

Canned Pumpkin

Fish

 

 

Zookeeper Tasks

Daisy the Fennec Fox

Use the space below or a separate sheet to design an enrichment item just for her. How
can you blend her favorite things together in a way that will make her think or practice her
natural skills?
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Crinkle toys

Teaser toys

Stuffed animals

 

 



Fennec foxes are omnivores, 
meaning they eat both meat and 
plant matter.
 

Daisy receives 8.5  grams of broccoli per
day. If we are ordering her broccoli for a
week (7 days), how many grams of
broccoli should we order? 
 

Use the space below or a separate piece
of paper. 

Find a quiet spot in your home to sit. 
 
Close your eyes and listen. What do you
hear? 
 
Next, take your hands and cup them
behind your ears, almost like you have
ear - extenders! 
 
Try listening again. Which helped you
hear more things? How do you think
having large ears helps fennec foxes?

Fun Fact
Fennec foxes don’t just use their big ears for
listening -- they also use them to cool off in
the hot Sahara desert. Can you think of
another animal that uses its large ears to
cool off?

Try This at Home

Do the Math

Now Draw What You Hear!



Oh no! Daisy knocked over our animal training board.
Training is very important with our ambassador
animals and is helpful for vet checks! 
Can you unscramble these words to reveal what
training commands that Daisy should practice today?

Sipn
Satiotn
Cmoe
Catre
Trgeat

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Did you know that you can help take care of Daisy without even leaving your home? 
Join our Adopt-a-Wolf program! 

Learn more at endangeredwolfcenter.org/adopt/daisy
 

Loved meeting Daisy? 
 

Meet more of our animal ambassadors including Lucky the maned wolf, Clay the western
hognose snake, Sawyer our Virginia opossum, and our three-toed box turtles Minya,
Phoebe, and Pickle!

Answer Key

Word Scramble

Learn More

Do the Math: 59.5 grams of broccoli
Word Scramble: Spin, Station, Come, Crate, Target


